
Possibility A:  Destigmatize Mental Illness by 
Actively Promoting Good Mental Health 
 
Social strains seem to leave certain individuals psychologically at-risk.  A large 
number of people are affected by poor mental health, driven by conditions that are 
biological in nature.  But social conditions also significantly affect everyone’s mental 
health and can exacerbate existing psychological conditions. 
 
We do not give a lot of attention in this society to mental health, generally, but when 
we do, the focus is on the mentally ill and, too often, the dangers they might pose to 
the rest of us.  In reality, none of us is mentally stable all of the time.  And most folks 
who are mentally ill are stable much of the time but need extra support sometimes. 
 
What if, instead of focusing on mental illness, we instead focused upon 
defining and promoting what it means to be mentally healthy?  We often hear 
that physical health is improved by eating a balanced diet with a lot of fruits and 
vegetables, exercising for about an hour each day, brushing one’s teeth twice each 
day, and always buckling up when driving or riding in a car.  And, not surprisingly, 
doing those things regularly also helps to promote good mental health. 
There are several other things that are central to good mental  
health as well:  
 

(1) Getting sufficient sleep—at least 7 hours per night 
(2) Regularly engaging ‘mental health minutes’—

meditating or being mindful, i.e., slowing down, 
breathing deeply, and thinking only about this 
immediate moment in time for five minutes at 
a time once or twice per day 

(3) Engaging in meaningful social interaction 
several times each week 

(4) Identifying and developing one’s sense of 
purpose—connected to serving others? 

(5) Making a practice of being grateful and showing gratitude 
 
Most of us go for a yearly physical exam to maintain good physical health; should we 
be doing the same with regard to our mental health?  Some point in the life course 
are so fraught with potential mental health perils that doctors who are mostly 
focused on the physical routinely ask about their patient’s mental state at those 
times:  just after the birth of a baby and for a few months thereafter and among 
elderly folks who are increasingly at risk for alcoholism—either because they have 
perhaps lost a spouse and become more isolated or because they are living in 
senior living centers and suddenly interacting much more regularly with peers in a 
highly social setting (the elderly are also currently the age group most at risk for 
STDs, for this same reason). 
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Discussion Scenario A:  
Baker’s Ridge Community Church  
  
 The Baker’s Ridge Community 
Church was a mega church that 
featured a “modern” approach to its 
religious mission. The church was also 
the place to be if you wanted to meet 
community leaders, young 
professionals, high income families, 
college students and other citizens who 
were the leaders in the community. 
 
 A proposal was made to the 
leadership team of the church to begin a 
mental health educational program. “We 
want our church to be known as one that cares for its member’s spiritual health but 
mental health is critical to good spiritual health,” said Stuart Roberts the developer of 
the proposal. What was being proposed was a regular quarterly mental health 
Sunday that would link spiritual guidance with mental health awareness. The 
program would be incorporated into the Sunday school program as well as the 
sermon.  
 
 What Roberts didn’t expect was the opposition his proposal would generate. 
The opposition was summed up in one statement by Gloria Hutchinson a long-time 
leader of the church: “we aren’t a bunch of crazies, and we don’t want to become 
known as a church of crazies.”  
 
Discussion Questions 
 

1. What does “good mental health” mean to you?  How did you come to develop 
your understanding of what good mental health is? 

2. Why is there such a reluctance to engage in a discussion about mental 
health?  To what extent do most people have a good working sense of what 
good mental health is? 

3. What role might the following play in mental health wellness awareness 
• Federal/State/Local government  
• Public schools/universities 
• Churches/civic organizations/your family doctor 

 

 

 

 



Possibility B:  Connections Matter:  Encourage 
People to Develop Strong Social Interaction Skills 
 
            It used to be that, starting in Kindergarten, children were assigned a “buddy” 
in school, on field trips, or at extracurricular programs.  This ensured that someone 
was always looking out for one other person.  No one was on his or her own.  Field 
trips did not require an army of adult chaperones:  kids watched out for their buddy.  
Even the most introverted children could count on at least one pal. 
 
 Neighbors would visit each other and have long conversations on their front 
porches. They looked out for each other. They helped each other on work around 
the house. They knew each other’s extended families. 
 
 People enjoyed spending time with others in their community by meeting in 
civic groups, churches, PTA’s, recreational leagues, etc. They got to know each 
other and become part of each person’s support system. Individuals were rarely 
more than one connection away from someone who could help them. 
 

And yet, meaningful social bonds lie at the heart of good mental health.  We 
learn to read others impressions of us, and thereby to process social cues, through 
interaction.  Real, demanding others (parents, teachers, roommates, spouses, 
children, etc.) force us to behave in appropriate ways.  But, in a world wherein more 
and more of us live alone for longer periods of the life course, do we have to worry 
about an increasing number of folks become self-focused and less capable of 
successful, meaningful social interaction?   
 
Discussion Scenario  B – The Bicycle Man  
 
 Charlie was a sixty year old retired coal miner, living in a small home in the 
middle of a coal mining town. The only thing that distinguished Charlie’s home from 
the others nearby was the children. There were kids everywhere. Some were riding 
bicycles, some were sitting at a large picnic table doing their homework. The garage 
double doors were open, revealing a fleet of bicycles, and, along the back wall, a 
row of filing cabinets. Letters, between charts and graphs of various sizes and types. 
 
 Charlie was married young in life and his wife died in child birth. The young 
child lived only five years before dying two weeks before Christmas. A little bicycle 
sitting in Charlie’s garage was to be her first real big present. 
 
 Charlie was shattered. He became a recluse. He talked to no one. He only left 
the house to go to work and to buy necessities. 
 
 One day, a young boy knocked on Charlie’s door. Not knowing of Charlie’s 
loss, the young boy said, ‘I’ve noticed that new bicycle in the garage. I’ve never rided 
a bicycle before. Could you let me use it?” 
 



 Charlie looked down at the young boy. Tears formed in his eyes as he took 
the boy’s hand in his and walked toward the garage. Charlie put the boy on the bike 
and helped him get his balance. 
 
 The kid fell over more than once, but each time Charlie picked him up with an 
assuring pat on the shoulder. Gradually the boy discovered his balance and, in 30 
minutes, he was riding with confidence. Charlie let the boy borrow the bike but ask 
him to return it in an hour. 
 
 At the end of the hour, the boy returned. Charlie looked at the sadness on the 
boy’s face as he returned the bike to the garage. 
 
 “Can I ride again tomorrow?” the boy asked 
 
 “It’ll cost you,” Charlie responded. 
 
 “I ain’t got any money,” the young boy responded with a look of concern on 
his face. 
 
 “I’ll tell you what. You bring me an A & B report card, and I’ll let you ride.” 
 
 That was the start of a remarkable sharing experience. Other children heard 
of Charlie’s generosity.  Charlie bought a couple more bicycles and started a bicycle 
“library”. The only condition to use a bicycle was to get A’s and B’s on one’s report 
card. 
 
 Gradually Charlie expanded his operation. Children who made the honor roll 
for one complete year were given a bicycle to keep as long as their grades remained 
strong. A study hall was created to help children achieve the grades they needed. 
Older children taught the younger ones. The children learned study skills. 
 
 The impact of Charlie’s encouragement could be seen in the school’s overall 
performance. Sixth grade test scores were the highest in the state. Education 
leaders thought that the Jackson teachers were unfairly helping their students 
because the scores were consistently the highest in the state year after year. 
 
 Not only were test scores high, but Jackson sports teams became among the 
leaders in the state. Something was obviously happening in Jackson. Drug addiction 
that plagued other small towns like Jackson just didn’t exist there. High school 
graduation rates increased and unemployment rates decreased. 
 
Discussion Questions 

1. How successful can an unstructured mental health assistance program be? 
What are the challenges to making such a program successful?  

2. How can we encourage every citizen to become a Charlie? 

 
 



Possibility C:  Accessibility is Critical:  Establish 
Mental Health Urgent Care Centers for All 
 
Mental health issues, especially in younger people, tend to manifest in very sudden 
and intense ways.  Often there are indicators that a problem is developing, but signs 
those may be missed by friends and family.  And, too often, individuals with mental 
health issues will turn to drugs or alcohol to self-medicate so as to soothe the 
symptoms—causing parents and others to construe the addiction issue as the key 
problem when, in fact, it may be but the tip of the iceberg. 
 
At those times of crisis, when a mental health issue suddenly manifests in a serious 
manner and someone is suddenly profoundly depressed or in a manic state, violent, 
hallucinating, or in the midst of a psychotic break, help is urgently needed.  The 
problem is that, in so many communities, there are few resources available to 
provide immediate psychological care to those who find themselves in sudden, 
urgent need of it.  Moreover, insurance policies are very limited in their coverage of 
mental health services.  Emergency care is often only available via a 
hospitalization—typically a three-day stay, which may actually be more intense 
treatment than is needed.  What is more, such treatment—because it is so serious—
can only be provided if the individual in need or their parent(s)/caregiver(s) attests 
that the person is an imminent threat to themselves or others.  It can also 
happen that the sudden manifestation of what may be a serious psychological issue 
can pass within even several hours, causing the affected individual and his or her 
caregivers to dismiss the incident and not seek any help at all—this may be 
especially true if it can take up to several months to get in to see a psychiatrist or 
psychologist, which it can in many communities. 
 
What if mental health urgent care centers were made available?  Ten years ago, 
urgent care centers for general medical care were virtually unknown.  People would 
end up in hospital emergency rooms seeking treatment for cuts, sprains, and flu 
symptoms.  Now, many of us routinely go to an urgent care center when we have a 
pressing but not life-threatening medical need.  Many of us are probably more likely 
to seek treatment for relatively minor but potentially serious health issues sooner 
than we might have before we could conveniently see a medical professional quickly 
and at a range of times.  The problem is that such centers are generally not 
equipped with psychiatrists who can address urgent mental health needs.  But what 
if there was even one such center in a county to address such needs?  How might 
that change the ways in which people seek mental health care? 
 
Discussion Scenario C: Maddie Haverford 
 
 “Jimmie I need you to come take me to the hospital. My heart is racing. I think 
I’m dying.” That was a call that Jim Haverford received one/two times a week from 
his mother. He would take her to the emergency room, and they would find nothing 
wrong. This had continued for close to a year. While Maddie was old enough to 
receive Medicare, he often cringed when he wondered how much these panic 
attacks were costing the government.  



 
 Finally Jim had enough of his mother’s calls. When he entered the emergency 
room, he requested that she be seen by a behavioral medicine doctor. That turned 
out to be a wise decision. The doctor talked to Jim and his mother and did a number 
of diagnostic tests. She was suffering from severe depression brought on by her 
sister’s death and her husband’s declining health due to diabetes.   
 
 Maddie was admitted to a mental health treatment center. Part of the 
treatment was family education. Jim was given a video to watch and was stunned by 
what he saw. The video was a perfect description of his mother’s condition. At the 
conclusion of the video, Jim became angry: “Why didn’t mom’s condition ever get 
diagnosed by the emergency room doctor?” 
 
 The video also provided advice on after treatment care which Jim felt 
comfortable in providing. “I’ve spent my life calming panicked college students never 
realizing that my mom needed the same type of support.” 
 
Discussion Questions 
 

1. How would this situation have been different if there were urgent care centers 
for mental health treatment? How could Jim have known to take his mother to 
one of these centers?  

2. How frequently do you believe such repetitive symptoms of mental health 
conditions go untreated in our society by emergency rooms or standard 
urgent care centers?  What is the likely public cost/benefit for urgent care 
centers for mental health? 

3. How can follow up support be provided to those who come to an urgent care 
center for mental health treatment so that they can be given help at the onset 
of recurring mental health episode?  

 



Possibility D:  Use Technology to Help Draw 
Troubled Individuals into Care and Coaching 
 
Many times we view those that enact mass violence in their communities as 
profoundly isolated.  In fact, though, they are likely to be very engaged in 
online worlds—sometimes interacting in fantasy-driven communities and 
sometime obsessively exploring guns and other weaponry, bomb-making, 
serial killers or other mass shooters, etc.  In their isolation, they may be 
inclined to seek out an identity that is driven more by fantasy than by actual 
interaction, which can be very dangerous. 
 
It seems likely, however, that their search patterns might follow particular 
patterns.  Google and social media forums can be used to identify such 
outliers because there is such a huge number of users on those systems that 
outliers become quite apparent.  Even those who might occasionally search 
on relevant terms could be discerned from those that are more obsessively 
focused on concerning topics.  This is how the government is tracking would-
be terrorists—and how many companies are encouraging us to buy more 
goods and services. 
 
What could be even more compelling would be to engage in the sort of 
analysis that many corporations do:  they track individuals’ patterns of 
behavior to ascertain what patterns lead to people buying a certain product.  
For example, there may be a pattern as to which social media one engages or 
video games one plays that correlates with one’s buying practices.  The 
challenge with anti-social behavior is that outcomes are rarely looped into the 
equation.  But, what if Google, Facebook, and others could make a point of 
identifying individuals who commit suicide and/or homicide and then did a sort 
of online autopsy—identifying whether there are any common digital footprints 
among such cases?  We allow companies and government agencies to do 
this routinely, would it not make sense to use these capacities to minimize the 
risk of people doing harm to themselves or others?  It would seem important 
to garner such insights not towards policing but towards social outreach. 
 
What if an outreach effort could be created that would identify users searching 
on terms and topics that could indicate violent plans and then reach out to 
them via a chat box.  It would be akin to suicide hotlines—but for the modern 
age.  Volunteers could be trained to ‘staff’ these outreach efforts and would 
just try to engage the person in a discussion, perhaps helping them to 
consider reaching out for professional mental health support.   
 
In many cases, people who are planning an act of mass violence have 
concerns about their mental health but may be reticent to seek help.  Younger 
people must often rely on parents to get such help, and some families and 



cultural backgrounds are very dismissive of mental health care.  And for most 
everyone, actively seeking mental health care is stigmatized.  This sort of 
outreach may be the only support some people might get. 
 
 
Discussion Scenario D: Youthanasia 
 
 Youthanasia, to many, was truly a sick 
video game. It was designed for young people 
who viewed suicide as a viable approach to the 
struggles they were facing.  This being an 
online game, the federal government was able 
to track the users of the game and had 
followed up with investigators to track down 
those who had designed and promoted a game 
that could result in the loss of life for others.   

Quietly, intelligence agencies were able 
to prevent several mass suicides using the 
data they collected from user profiles.  Due to 
civil rights concerns, the federal agency 
tracking the game’s users did not track those 
users who were not actively planning to kill 
themselves.  The game was designed to 
ratchet up dares and risk-taking until users 
would become comfortable doing things that 
could quite evidently be lethal. 

 The question that the federal agency was unable to resolve was what their 
responsibility was for sharing their intelligence gathering on those who were not 
actively planning suicides. Just revealing that such surveillance effort was underway 
could be a political bombshell, but many of the users were 13-17 years of age—and 
some were much younger (one user looked to be only about 8 years old).  

 
Discussion Questions 

1. How would you suggest the agency use the intelligence from the less violent 
user community? 

2. Suppose a game could be developed that draws in those with mental health 
issues.  Should such a game be underwritten with federal funds as a way to 
stimulate preventive care for mental health?  What privacy concerns would 
this raise for you? 

3. How well do you think online outreach would work?  How would you feel if 
you were using a search engine to research depression and a chat box 
opened up to ask you about your search topic? 
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